LEVEL 2 AWARD IN HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE OPERATION
AND MAINTENANCE BSI10125

Cost:
£370 + VAT – this includes registration and
certification with the IMI
Level:
2
Duration:
1 day

Overview:
This level 2 Award is designed for technicians who maintain and repair hybrid technology vehicles (not the actual
hybrid system). It contains the knowledge required to work safely around a vehicle’s hybrid system, whilst carrying
out repairs or maintenance. On completion of this ‘single unit’ qualification, technicians will have gained knowledge
of high voltage hybrid technologies and an understanding of their dangers.
These qualifications could also provide the essential knowledge and skills for members of the emergency services
who may attend an accident involving a high voltage hybrid vehicle.
These qualifications are the first of their kind to address hybrid electric vehicles’ technologies. They are required to
ensure the safety of technicians working on high voltage hybrid vehicles and meet BSI 10125.
These qualifications were developed as the result of the demand from hybrid vehicle manufacturers for a
qualification for their technicians. The IMI, IMI Automotive Skills SSC and manufacturers have developed these
qualifications collaboratively.
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Assessments:
This knowledge qualification is tested via a multiple-choice test and practical assessment.

Who is it for?
This Award is designed for technicians who maintain and repair hybrid technology vehicles and could also
provide the essential knowledge and skills for members of the emergency services who may attend an
accident involving a high voltage hybrid vehicle.

Where Can I Study?
Training 2000 Blackburn
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